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Abstract

Many analytics computations are dominated by iterative processing stages, exe-
cuted until a convergence condition is met. To accelerate such workloads while
keeping up with the exponential growth of data and the slow scaling of DRAM
capacity, Spark employs o↵-heap caching of intermediate results. However, o↵-
heap caching requires serialization and deserialization (serdes) of data that add
significant overhead especially with growing datasets.

This thesis proposes TeraCache, an extension of the Spark data cache that
avoids the need of serdes by keeping all cached data on-heap but o↵-memory, using
memory-mapped I/O (mmio). To achieve this, TeraCache extends the original
JVM heap with a managed heap that resides on a memory-mapped fast storage
device and is exclusively used for cached data. Preliminary results show that
the TeraCache prototype can speed up Machine Learning (ML) workloads that
cache intermediate results by up to 37% compared to the state-of-the-art serdes
approach.





Per–lhyh

Oi efarmogËc pou ektelo‘n algÏrijmouc mhqanik†c màjhshc apotelo‘ntai apÏ

megàloc pl†joc epanalhptik∏n upologism∏n epexergas–ac dedomËnwn pou ektelo-

‘ntai mËqri na ikanopoi†soun mia sunj†kh s‘gklishc. Gia na ektele– touc upolo-

gismo‘c mhqanik†c màjhshc se mikrÏ qrÏno ektËleshc sumbad–zontac paràllhla me

thn ekjetik† a‘xhsh tou megËjouc twn dedomËnwn kaj∏c kai thn arg† a‘xhsh thc

klimakosimÏththtac thc mn†mhc tuqa–ac prospËlashc (DRAM), to Spark qrhsimo-
poie– gr†gorec suskeuËc apoj†keushc gia thn proswrin† apoj†keush twn endiàme-

swn apotelesmàtwn ektÏc thc mn†mhc. WstÏso, h proswrin† apoj†keush ektÏc thc

mn†mhc apaite– th seiriopo–hsh kai thn aposeiriopo–hsh (serdes) twn dedomËnwn, to
opo–o prosjËtei shmantik† epibàrunsh sto qrÏno ektËleshc eidikà Ïso auxànetai to

s‘nolikÏ mËgejoc twn dedomËnwn epexergas–ac.

Aut† h diatrib† prote–nei to mhqanismÏ TeraCache, mia epËktash thc proswrin†c
mn†mhc apoj†keushc endiàmeswn dedomËnwn tou sust†matoc anàlushc dedomËnwn

Spark pou apofe‘gei thn anàgkh gia seiriopo–hsh/aposeiriopo–hsh diathr∏ntac Ïla
ta apojhkeumËna dedomËna sto swrÏ (heap) allà ektÏc mn†mhc, qrhsimopoi∏ntac
qartografhmËnh mn†mh eisÏdou/exÏdou (mmio). Gia na epiteuqje– autÏ, h TeraCa-
che epekte–nei to swrÏ thc JAVA eikonik†c mhqan†c (JVM) me Ënan diaqeirizÏmeno
swrÏ pou br–sketai se mia gr†gorh qartografhmËnh sth mn†mh suskeu† apoj†keushc

kai qrhsimopoie–tai apokleistikà gia thn apoj†keush endiameswn apotelesmàtwn.

Prokatarktikà apotelËsmata de–qnoun Ïti h prwtÏtuph ulopo–hsh thc TeraCache
mpore– na epitaq‘nei ta efarmogËc mhqanik†c màjhshc pou apojhke‘oun endiàmesa

apotelËsmata Ëwc kai 37% se s‘gkrish me tic ufistàmenec mejÏdouc apoj†keushc.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Analytic applications often use ML [21] algorithms to process massive amounts
of data. Such applications iterate over one or more computation steps until a
convergence condition is met. To speed up such workloads, Spark [45] caches large
intermediate results of complex computation pipelines and reuses them in each
step. Intermediate results are stored as Resilient Distributed Diastase (RDDs) [43]
in a Least Recently Used (LRU) cache in memory.

RDD is an immutable collection of objects. Each RDD is split into multiple
partitions, which is evaluated on the di↵erent nodes in the cluster across di↵erent
stages. RDDs can survive in memory across stages, e.g., in a single iterative
analytics job or across multiple interactive jobs. The Spark programming model
exposes an API that supports cache RDD in-memory (on-heap) in deserialized
form or o↵-memory (o↵-heap) in serialized form to be materialized in subsequent
stages.

At a low level, an RDD is a read-only collection of similarly-typed tuples par-
titioned across a cluster. Each RDD partition resides on a node as a hierarchical
data structure consisting of a root RDD which references a Java array. The ar-
ray, in turn, consists of a set of objects, e.g., key-value pairs. In the case of node
failures, Spark maintains enough information to recompute an RDD partition.

Figure 1.1(a) shows the performance impact of RDD caching for three well-
known ML workloads: Linear Regression (LR), Logistic Regression (LgR), and
Support-Vector Machines (SVM). All workloads run with a 64GB dataset and a
single Spark executor using 32GB DRAM and 30 CPU cores. Caching RDDs in
both memory and disk (hybrid) improves performance up to 90%, compared to
recomputing intermediate results on demand at every stage.

DRAM-only caching is not a long-term solution, as the amount of data gener-
ated and processed increases at a high rate [34, 35], while DRAM scaling reaches
its limits [23, 26, 18]. Cached data increasingly exceed physical DRAM size, mak-
ing workloads prone to recomputing intermediate results at each step. Therefore,
the current practice is to use fast storage devices to increase Spark’s e↵ective cache
size for intermediate RDDs [47]. NAND flash storage devices, such as SSD and

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: (a) Hybrid caching outperforms on-demand recomputation. (b) Disk-
only caching incurs high serdes overhead and lower GC time, whereas hybrid
caching exhibits the reverse behavior.

NVMe block devices [1], as well as NVMs, have higher density and capacity than
DRAM [33, 29].

SSD and NVMe devices scale to terabytes per PCIe slot [25] at a lower cost [8],
while DRAM scales to GBs per DIMM. Moreover, NVMe block devices provide
higher capacity at a lower cost compared to NVM, while still having access latency
in the order of a few µs and they perform hundreds of thousands of IOPS for both
reads and writes. For these reasons, today Spark tries to exploit the large capacity
of fast storage devices as an o↵-heap cache in combination with a small on-heap
cache in-memory to store intermediate results.

During execution, Spark initially places RDDs in the on-heap (DRAM) cache.
If an RDD block does not fit in memory, it is serialized to the o↵-heap (disk)
cache and its memory is collected during the next garbage collection (GC) cycle.
Similarly, if there is not enough memory, the LRU cache evicts older entries to the
o↵-heap cache. When Spark refers to an RDD that is stored o↵-heap, it deserializes
the serialized block from disk back into memory. Every block is serialized at most
once since RDDs are immutable. However, deserialization can occur multiple times
per block in each iterative stage.

Today, despite outperforming the recomputation strategy, caching in o↵-heap
device caches incur high serdes overhead. According to Zhang et al. [46], serdes
rather than disk I/O dominates overhead. Figure 1.1(b) shows the performance
impact of o↵-heap RDD caches on LR, LgR, and SVM, when storing RDDs only
o↵-heap (disk). All workloads run with a 64GB dataset and a single Spark executor
using 32GB DRAM and 30 CPU cores. Note the large impact of serdes overhead
with o↵-heap caching. Serdes accounts for 27% on average of total execution
time using only disk storage. Deserialization accounts for 80%-90% of the total
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serdes overhead because the workload retrieves immutable cached RDDs from the
device in every iteration. Serdes overhead becomes worse as storage device speed
improves and the gap to CPU and memory performance narrows down. The
total execution time also increases in the case of disk-only caching, mainly due to
reduced parallelism and idle CPU time, as disk throughput cannot keep 30 CPU
cores at full load.

Using an on-heap cache (DRAM) together with an o↵-heap cache (disk) reduces
serdes cost, but it also incurs significant GC overhead. Figure 1.1(b) shows the
performance impact of storing RDDs in a hybrid cache, both on-heap (DRAM)
and o↵-heap (disk), as is currently common practice. Using a relatively large on-
heap cache (Spark reserves 60% of the heap as cache), serdes overhead decreases
considerably, by 20% on average, by keeping some RDDs in memory compared to
storing them exclusively on disk. However, such a large on-heap cache increases
GC time between 13x (SVM) and 36x (LgR), compared to disk-only caching.
Cached RDDs are initially placed in the heap, resulting in a higher ratio of long-
lived objects to short-live objects. Hence, GC consumes more time marking live
objects in the JVM heap [10, 41] and ends up reclaiming a smaller percentage of
the heap, since a big portion is occupied by cached RDDs. In essence, Spark uses
the DRAM-only JVM heap both for execution and cache memory. This can lead
to unpredictable performance or even failures because caching large data causes
extra GC pressure during execution time.

In this work we argue that RDD caching should be performed only in a large,
managed, on-heap cache, in a part of the heap that is memory-mapped onto a
fast storage device and is not garbage collected. TeraCache divides the JVM heap
into execution and a cache part, locating the execution heap solely in DRAM
and the cache part in a DRAM-mapped block device. This inherently eliminates
serdes and all associated overheads because the memory-mapped heap is mapped
into the JVM virtual address space. Additionally, TeraCache is inline with device
technology trends and server power limitations.

We recognize that cached RDDs are long-lived with similar lifetime objects
and their scope is defined by the application. Cached RDDs properties enable
us to organize TeraCache into regions and avoid garbage collection. Each region
contains a group of similar-lifetime objects. As a result, we can free the entire
region instead of individual objects in it. Object lifetime is managed explicitly by
the application thus, we avoid GC traversals over them. All the non-cached objects
stay in a regular, garbage collected heap (JVM-heap), which is used for execution.
To ensure memory safety, we perform o deep copy of the RDDs (following the
transitive-closure of their references) from the JVM-heap to TeraCache. This way
we avoid creating references from TeraCache to the JVM-heap.

Finally, we observe a trade-o↵ on how DRAM should be divided between exe-
cution and cache memory in Spark. Clearly, the execution part of the heap should
use enough DRAM to not cause GC pressure during task execution. Conversely,
the more DRAM used by the cache heap, the faster the access to the cached data.
We propose a design where the JVM monitors memory pressure for execution and
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caching, and dynamically adjusts the use of DRAM between the two parts.
TeraCache essentially relies on certain properties in JVM-based data process-

ing frameworks, requiring a modified JVM that is aware of the framework notifi-
cations. Generally, TeraCache takes advantage of applications with the following
properties:

They create objects that can be grouped in sets of similar and preferably
long lifetimes. Such groups of objects allow TeraCache to free regions in
its TeraCache heap without the need for extensive GC. TeraCache relies on
the runtime system to move these objects to its TeraCache heap, i.e., by
annotating Spark caching code, which is transparent to the program and
user.

They create objects whose transitive closure does not cover the entire heap.
To ensure safety, we avoid pointers from the TeraCache to JVM heap, by
computing the transitive closure of references (i.e., all reachable objects) and
move them in a single region in TeraCache. This implies that the transitive
closure of such objects should not be the entire heap, otherwise using Tera-
Cache will result in high overheads.

Note that although TeraCache’s approach could conceptually cope with muta-
ble objects, e.g., by re-scanning their transitive closure after they are modified for
new pointers, in Spark cached objects are immutable. This simplifies further the
management of the TeraCache heap as a cache.

Recently, there is a fair amount of research activity towards extending DRAM
in two directions: (1) the use of transparently caching NVMe (or NVM) devices
to DRAM, an approach we follow as well, and (2) extending (but not caching)
the system physical address space with byte-addressable NVM [37, 38] or block-
oriented NVMe devices [7]. In both cases, employing a large heap occurs large GC
overheads. Our approach shows that there are significant performance benefits in
managing properly short-lived and a group of objects with similar properties in a
co-design fashion by reducing GC overheads. Therefore, we believe that TeraCache
could be used in both design alternatives.

Our approach, TeraCache, is a co-design approach for on-heap RDD caching
over memory-mapped fast storage devices. TeraCache spans the Spark cache,
JVM memory management and GC, and mmio. Contributions of this work are:

It removes the need for serdes by caching only in a large memory-mapped
heap, thus, allowing the JVM to access cached data directly using load/store
operations.

It reduces the frequency and length of GC cycles, despite keeping cached
RDDs in the heap, by reclaiming RDD cached objects separately from the
rest of the JVM heap.
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It dynamically adjusts the DRAM used for mmio and execution heap, to
balance execution speed and I/O overhead.

We implement an early prototype of TeraCache that targets caching in Spark
and investigate the dynamic resizing of DRAM between the two parts of the heap,
evaluating its e↵ectiveness on iterative ML workloads. Our evaluation shows per-
formance improvement by up to 37% compared to the current state-of-the-art
hybrid approach.
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Chapter 2

Background

Spark [45] is a widely used framework for large-scale distributed analytics. Spark
consists of one driver and multiple executor processes. The driver is the main
process run by Spark users, which generates all tasks, while the executors are
responsible for executing tasks of the driver. It supports acyclic data-flow similar
to Hadoop MapReduce [14] but introduces convenient abstractions for in-memory
computing. Spark targets machine learning and interactive mining applications
that reuse transformed datasets across multiple iterations.

The main data abstraction in Spark is a resilient distributed dataset (RDD) [44].
RDD is an immutable collection of objects. Each RDD is split into multiple par-
titions, which is evaluated on the di↵erent nodes in the cluster across di↵erent
stages. RDDs can survive in memory across stages, e.g., in a single iterative an-
alytics job or across multiple interactive jobs. The Spark programming model
exposes an API that supports caching RDDs in-memory (on-heap) in deserialized
form or o↵-memory (o↵-heap) in serialized form to be materialized in subsequent
stages.

At a low level, an RDD is a read-only collection of similarly-typed tuples par-
titioned across a cluster. Each RDD partition resides in a node as a hierarchical
data structure consisting of a root RDD which references a Java array. The ar-
ray, in turn, consists of a set of objects, e.g., key-value pairs. In the case of node
failures, Spark maintains enough information to recompute an RDD partition.

The Spark driver is the main program that declares a series of transformations
and actions over RDDs and submits these tasks to executors. Executors perform
transformation and actions on the RDDs defined in the main program. Every
transformation derives a new RDD from existing RDDs. Examples of transforma-
tion include map, reduce, join, or filter. An action usually computes a measurable
quantity or a statistic (e.g., count). Spark follows lazy evaluation, i.e., transfor-
mations are not evaluated until an action is performed on the RDD.

Actions materialize an RDD that initially resides in memory. Spark analyzes
the dependencies between RDD transformations to compute a lineage graph which
allows for lazy evaluation and RDD recomputation (e.g., in case the node fails

7
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Figure 2.1: Internal processing of RDD caching in the Spark executor.

or runs out of memory). However, transformations only create an RDD object
without filling the internal array with data objects. Once an RDD is materialized,
it carries useful data in internal arrays. Recomputing the RDD is time-consuming,
especially when the lineage graph has a few millions of nodes.

To avoid recomputation, Spark o↵ers developers the flexibility of caching RDDs
in memory or storage. In Spark’s terminology, a persist() operation means RDD
is stored in a user-defined storage level and a cache() operation means RDD is
stored in main memory. The persist API is versatile [36]. Developers can specify
a variety of storage levels for persisted RDDs, including memory in deserialized
form or disk in serialized form or in both levels. Finally, persisted RDDs can
reside on the JVM heap (on-heap) or outside of the heap (o↵-heap). The e�cient
management of RDDs on a contemporary server with multiple of memory and
storage devices is challenging.

Figure 2.1 shows an internal architecture of executors in Spark. Executor
memory is dynamically divided into execution memory and storage memory by
the memory manager. Execution memory is used for storing temporary data dur-
ing computation, and storage memory, for caching intermediate RDDs in an LRU
cache. The Spark block manager manages storage memory and caches RDD par-
titions in the form of blocks. Spark supports the following storage levels for RDD
caching.
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NONE (NoCache) avoids caching intermediate data. Since the data is dis-
carded immediately after their use, the application needs to recompute them when
the same data is referenced again.

MEMORY ONLY caches an RDD in-memory only. When the intermediate
data caching is executed, the Spark block manager reserves a necessary amount
of memory in storage memory and places each partition of the cached RDD in a
block. Additionally, there is a storage level MEMORY ONLY SER which save the
cached RDD in serialized to reduce the memory used by the cache.

OFF HEAP holds the cached RDD in o↵-heap memory-only. When the inter-
mediate data caching is performed, the Spark block manager serializes the partion
and stores it outside the managed heap (o↵-heap), in memory. This storage level
reduces the GC cost but increases the serdes overhead.

DISK ONLY holds intermediate cached data in the local storage device only.
When intermediate data caching is performed, the Spark block manager locates
the cached RDD on disk in serialized form through the DiskStore interface. This
storage level moves caching space on disk but introduces serdes overhead.

MEMORY AND DISK stores intermediate computed RDDs by using mem-
ory and disk. At first, this level tries to exploit memory preferentially and to save
RDDs partitions as blocks in storage memory in de-serialized form. However if an
RDD does not fit in memory, the Spark block manager will evict old block to the
disk, in order to reclaim the necessary amount of memory for new blocks. The
moved blocks will be chosen based on LRU until the required space is available.
When Spark refers to the cached RDD located in the disk, the block manager
checks the necessary space in storage memory. If there is space, the Spark block
manager reads the blocks from the disk and stores them back to storage memory.
The main benefit of this storage level is that it does not require users to select
memory and disk and instead requires Spark to transparently use both.
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Chapter 3

TeraCache Design

3.1 Motivation

Big data systems define the scope of object lifetime at the application level between
well-defined operations. This work recognizes three cached RDDs objects charac-
teristics that motivate new approaches for managing. We find these characteristics
are not typical of objects in common Java applications:

Cached objects life cycle: In Spark, the cached object lifetime is defined be-
tween persist and unpersist Spark calls. However, the JVM is unaware of these
operations, and as a result, manages cache objects as regular objects. Such groups
of objects do not follow the generational hypothesis, based on which most newly
allocated objects are more prone to become unreachable quickly, that state-of-the-
art GCs are following. Because of this, GC performs unnecessary traversals over
cached RDDs causing long tail-latency for applications. Therefore, Spark needs to
provide hints to the JVM at runtime related to object life-span.

Group of similar lifetime objects: We observe that big-data analytics frame-
works create objects that can be grouped in sets of similar and preferably long
lifetimes. For example, cached data in Spark are groups of immutable objects that
have similar life span. When these objects reach the end of their lifetime, the JVM
can reclaim them in groups.

Cached objects immutability: RDDs are immutable, i.e., read-only. At low
level, an RDD is an array of objects. By moving the entire transitive closure –i.e.,
performing a deep copy of the array– of an RDD to some memory region we know
that a certain region can be marked as read-only and that any object in it will
not point outside of the region. This characteristic removes the need for tracing
the objects of cached RDDs that are kept in a di↵erent memory space during GC
since they cannot point to objects in the heap. As a result, we reduce the GC

11
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Figure 3.1: (a) O↵-memory caching via serdes. (b) TeraCache, on-heap RDD
cache over a memory-mapped fast storage device SDR1 + SDR2 = SDRAM

(SDRAM=DRAM size, SDR1=DR1 size, SDR2=DR2 size, SC=Capacity of fast
storage device).

overhead without compromising memory safety by moving large long-lived RDDs
out of the standard heap.

3.2 System Overview

TeraCache exploits the characteristics of RDDs for e�cient RDD management. A
key goal of TeraCache is to leverage the large capacity of the fast storage devices to
cache a large amount of intermediate data while eliminating serdes and reducing
at the same time the GC cost. We start by briefly discussing the TeraCache
architecture, and then describe each TeraCache component.

Figure 3.1(a) shows how Spark divides executor memory (top layer) into two
logical parts: (1) execution memory, for storing temporary data during computa-
tion and (2) storage memory, for caching intermediate RDDs in an LRU cache.
Each executor runs in a JVM instance and allocates memory from the JVM heap,
which resides in DRAM. When an RDD does not fit in storage memory it gets
serialized [2] and moved to the local storage device.

Our work takes advantage of this dual use of executor memory for computation
and caching. We physically partition the JVM heap to serve these two roles. Then,
we map each part of the JVM Heap to specific resources in the memory hierarchy,
as follows (Figure 3.1(b)): (1) a JVM Heap (H1) is allocated exclusively on DRAM
(DR1) which can be divided into generations [19], e.g., New and Old; and (2) a
custom managed heap (TeraCache Heap) that contains all cached RDDs and its
size is limited by device capacity (SC).

The memory mappings for pages used by mmap reside in the remaining part of
DRAM (DR2). SDR1 and SDR2 are dynamically adjusted by TeraCache using an
adaptive policy at run-time. To do this, TeraCache requires a number of extensions
in the Spark block manager and the JVM GC, as described below.
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3.3 TeraCache heap allocation using mmap on NVMe

We modify the JVM to allocate an additional heap, memory-mapped onto a fast
storage device, e.g., NAND-Flash SSD or NVMe, using Linux mmap [13]. Fast
SSDs and NVMe devices, as opposed to HDDs, are amenable to mmio, due to the
characteristics of the device and the access patterns produced as we described in
section 4. We believe that using an optimized mmio path, such as FastMap [31],
can further improve performance.

Another way to grow the JVM heap over a fast storage device to avoid serdes,
would be to use the OS virtual memory system to use the NVMe as swap space [13].
Although this would enable storing very large JVM heaps in an NVMe, it cannot be
used to target solely the RDD cache objects, and cannot avoid garbage collection
of the resulting large heap. As TeraCache uses two separate heaps for execution
and caching, in order to explicitly avoid GC in the cache, mmap is a better fitting
mechanism to place the caching heap on the storage device. Figure 4.1(a) shows
that being able to maintain separate heaps for the execution and caching parts of
the heap, strictly use the NVMe for caching, and avoid GC in the cache, are all
vital to performance. TeraCache yields up to 2x improvement compared to simply
swapping a large, yet garbage-collected, single JVM heap onto the device.

3.4 TeraCache heap management avoids costly GC

Since the JVM is unaware of execution–storage memory separation, all objects
get allocated on the JVM heap (middle layer of Figure 3.1(a)). This increases
GC time, for two reasons: (1) cached RDDs are long-lived collection of objects
and are managed by explicit persist and unpersist actions of Spark applications.
Therefore, they rarely get collected and the GC spends a significant part of time
traversing live objects; and (2) more GC cycles are required to reclaim enough
space in execution memory since each GC cycle is able to free little memory due
to long-lived cached RDDs. As cached objects lifetime is defined by how long they
remain in the Spark cache, we can avoid GCs in TeraCache. Thus, our design uses
a custom allocator to manage TeraCache and reduces object reclamation cost, as
follows.

We augment the GC and make it aware of the di↵erences between H1 and
TeraCache. H1 is treated as a standard JVM heap and is collected using standard
GC algorithms. TeraCache uses a custom region-based allocator [32] and conforms
with the Java memory model [24]. We organize TeraCache into regions where each
region is a collection of pages of memory and contains objects of the same RDD and
all its reference objects. Consequently, TeraCache can free batches of objects with
identical lifetimes allocated in the same region at once, similarly to Broom [17].
To maintain memory safety, we do not allow references from TeraCache to H1. All
objects residing in TeraCache may only reference objects residing in TeraCache.
We achieve this by migrating each RDD object and all objects reachable from it
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Figure 3.2: Java object layout in JVM. We use an additional TeraCache word in
object header for objects that need to be moved to TeraCache.

to TeraCache. Then, the GC does not need to traverse TeraCache to identify
live-objects in H1. RDDs are immutable and always safe to move to TeraCache
without corrupting other objects.

3.5 Caching RDDs in TeraCache

Since RDD caching is explicitly managed by developers through the Spark RDD
API [5], we introduce two JNI calls in the corresponding code in the Spark block
manager to notify JVM for every caching operation. The Spark block manager
is the Spark component within the executor that manages caching, serialization,
data transfers, etc. Internally, the Spark block manager keeps a hash-map with all
cached RDDs. When a persist operation occurs, the Spark block manager creates
a new entry to the hash-map. Every entry in the hash map points to a partition
of the cached RDD.

Because JVM is unaware of caching operations and cached data objects, we
augment the garbage collector using JNI calls for every new entry in the hash
map. Then we mark the object that represents the new entry to be moved in
TeraCache in the next full GC cycle. We extend the object header using an extra
word that shows which objects are marked to be moved in TeraCache. We move
the data from H1 to TeraCache instead of directly allocating them because RDD
objects will have already been created when the application requests the Spark
block manager to cache them.

3.6 Batch Transfer of Objects to TeraCache during
Full GC

We move the transitive closure of a cached object in the JVM-heap as a result
to preserve the Java Memory Safety. H1 is treated as a standard JVM heap and
is collected using standard GC algorithms. To maintain memory safety, we do
not allow references from TeraCache to H1. We achieve this by migrating each
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RDD object and all object reachable from it to identify live-objects in H1. RDDs
are immutable and always safe to move to TeraCache without corrupting other
objects.

To find out the incoming and outgoing references of each cached RDD object
we need to traverse all the objects in the heap. This introduces extra overhead
because we have to stop the application threads from taking over one-third of total
application time at maximum parallelism. To avoid these overheads, we leverage
the marking phase of the full GC to identify the transitive closure of the cached
objects.

Full GC uses a four-phase mark-compact algorithm. In the first phase, the GC
threads mark in parallel the live objects starting from the roots. Roots provide
an entry point to the graph of live objects. GC threads perform a breadth-first
search traversal (BFT) of the graph of live objects. During this phase, we use
the TeraCache word from the header of each object to identify the cached objects
and all their references. In the second phase, GC threads compact in parallel live
objects by sliding them in a compacted area. In the case of cached data objects,
we move these objects into an individual region in TeraCache. In the third phase
the GC recursively update the pointers to the new addresses and in the fourth
phase, the GC moves the live objects to the new location on the heap.

Because TeraCache is not garbage collected, we avoid having to mark&sweep
TeraCache by ensuring there are no pointers across regions. For this reason,
we avoid having objects that reside in TeraCache that point to other regions in
TeraCache by unifying regions. During the precompaction and compaction phases,
all objects marked to be moved to TeraCache will be allocated in a new region.
Moreover, if any pointers to existing regions were discovered during the mark
phase, all involved regions will be unioned. Note that region-merge is an O(1)
operation, as it only involves a single pointer in the region metadata structures.
We merge regions to enforce region lifetimes to match the lifetime of the longest-
living object in the region.

3.7 Reclamation of Cached Data Objects

TeraCache needs to reclaim space for objects that are not used anymore by the
program. We should note that the cache capacity in TeraCache is defined by the
size of the storage device, therefore, it cost-e↵ective to instantiate huge caches over
a few, high density NVMe devices in each server. Nevertheless, for long-running
programs it is important to reclaim space and ensure that the cache is occupied
by used objects. Similar to all other objects in Java, objects in TeraCache are
free when there are no pointers from other objects that reside in the heap or in
TeraCache. However, GC does not traverse the TeraCache to reclaim dead objects,
thus TeraCache performs a self managed reclamation, as follows.

One approach to reclaim space is to return objects to the regular heap (H1)
at unpersist operations: When the program performs an unpersist operation, this
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is an indication that this object is not required any more. This is not guaranteed
because the unpersist operation is an application hint and the object might still
be referenced by other objects. By returning the object to H1, the GC will reclaim
the corresponding space in a safe manner. This approach, however, incurs moving
the object back to H1 and increases GC overhead in an unpredictable manner,
depending on the lifetime and behavior of the user program.

Specifically, there are two options to re-allocate objects back to the JVM heap:
(1) Allocate objects in the young generation, thus incurs extra GC overhead in
the case where the young generation is full of objects, and (2) direct allocation of
cached data objects to the old generation. If the old generation is full, then we
need to enforce a full GC to free space in the heap for the cached data objects.

The approach used by TeraCache is to place objects in regions and free full
regions in a safe manner as follows. First, we argue that objects in regions have
similar lifetimes because of the way Spark and analytics frameworks operate, by
typically dividing the dataset in segments (partitions of RDDs in Spark) and op-
erating in a segment as a whole. Segments typically have sizes of several 10s of
MBytes, e.g. 64 MBytes, and therefore, we expect that regions of size of a few
MBytes will often contain objects that are freed at the same time. However, this
is complicated by the fact that TeraCache places in a region the transitive closure
of each object during persist operations.

To free a region, TeraCache needs to know that all objects in the region are
not used (referenced). To identify such regions, TeraCache identifies references
from H1 to H2 objects as follows.

For H1 references, TeraCache uses one “USED” bit per region. These bits are
cleared at the beginning of each GC phase in H1. Whenever GC reaches a pointer
to H2, stops traversal of this pointer to fence the cache from GC. At the same
time, TeraCache sets the bit of the region pointed by this pointer. In this manner,
the “USED” bit for each region captures all references from H1.

At the end of the GC, any TeraCache region not marked as live is certain
to not be reachable from any object in the heap, nor from any object in other
regions in TeraCache, and can thus be freed. This operation is also O(1), as it
only involves appending the list of pages in the freed region to the list of free pages
in TeraCache, and freeing its metadata object.

At the end of each GC phase in H1, TeraCache can free all regions that have
their “USED” bit set to 0. Freeing a region is also O(1), as it only involves ap-
pending the list of pages in the freed region to the list of free pages in TeraCache,
and freeing its metadata object. In addition, the overhead of maintaining “FREE”
bits for the cache regions is low, given that TeraCache does not introduce addi-
tional passes over the data in H1 or H2. Therefore, TeraCache is able to reclaim
cache space, relying on the characteristics of the objects placed in the cache, with
practically no overhead in the common path.
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3.8 Dealing with Class Loading, Finalizers

In Java, there are objects that implement finalizers. For these objects, before they
are garbage collected, the Java runtime system gives them a chance to perform
clean up operation. This step is known as finalization and is achieved through a
call to the object’s finalize method. Then these objects are reclaimed in the next
GC cycle.

For this reason, we keep in every region a metadata list that contains which
objects implement a finalize method. When we are going to reclaim the objects in
these regions we traverse the finalizer list and enqueue these objects to the finalize
enqueue. Then, we allocate these objects back to the JVM heap and finally reclaim
the region by zeroing regions metadata.

Additionally, the class of each object is loaded in the method area during
the allocation process of a new object in the JVM heap. The method area is
placed outside of the JVM heap. Class gets unloaded when all the references
to the class(and their instances) are removed and the class loader used is garbage
collected. During the marking phase of the major GC, the garbage collector marks
which Classes are alive and which need to be unloaded from the method area.

For objects that reside in TeraCache, we should keep their classes loaded in
the method area. For this purpose, we keep in every regions metadata a class list
that locates a pointer to each object class. We traverse for every region the class
list and mark which classes are alive. Thus, we prevent the garbage collector from
unloading classes that are used by objects in TeraCache.

3.9 Division of DRAM between DR1 and DR2

Figure 3.1(b) shows that TeraCache divides the physical DRAM (bottom layer)
into two regions: (1) DR1 used for H1, and (2) DR2 used as a cache for the
memory mappings of TeraCache. To reduce the time spent in GC during task
execution, DR1 needs to be large enough to accommodate as much of the newly
created objects as possible. At the same time, the size of DR2 determines the
number of page faults causing mmap I/O, which will have a direct e↵ect on the
average access times for cached data. Ideally, we need su�cient space for H1 when
tasks create new objects and su�cient space for mmap when tasks use cached
data. However, since DR1 and DR2 share the physical DRAM, the larger the size
of DR1 the smaller the size of DR2 and vice versa. Thus, we propose a mechanism
that dynamically resizes DR1 and DR2.

In any case, the objective for H1 is to minimize the time we spend in GC by
resizing H1 and the corresponding DRAM. Resizing H1 happens in the JVM, using
an adaptive policy with existing resize operations. These operations can be called
after a major GC when all threads have stopped running. They can also be called
at other points during JVM operation, however, they interact with the memory
allocators of individual threads and result in synchronization overheads. Resizing
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dynamically the young and old generations need to stop the application thread
from generating new objects and then the size of Eden will be recalculated. In our
evaluation, we perform resize operations only after major GC steps. Future work
should examine more fine-grain alternatives.

Resizing H2 requires merely issuing resize operations to FastMap. These are
system calls, therefore, incur the corresponding overhead of a few 10s µs per call.
FastMap typically reclaims clean pages, which does not imply I/O to the device.
Fetching each new page will occur in the first page access and is not part of the
resize operation. Therefore, in H2, the dominating metric is the amount of time
spent for managing the mmio cache in DRAM, where data transfer is the largest
part. We measure this overhead, which we call I/O time, in FastMap and make
it available to the user runtime system for the purposes of optimizing DRAM
allocation.

TeraCache needs to allocate DRAM between H1 and H2 in a manner that
minimizes the sum of the two dominating metrics: GC time for H1 and I/O time
for H2. We perform this optimization as follows.

TeraCache has the required metrics available by the corresponding subsystems
and accessible at negligible overhead (reading counters and variables). We divide
time into intervals of duration T. Although there is no clear value for T, T should
correspond to a granularity that is required for adjusting DRAM between H1 and
H2. In our case, we use T of 1s and we adjust DRAM in granularity of 10s of
seconds, also corresponding to major GC intervals.

TeraCache calculates for each past interval the objective function (sum of GC
time and I/O time). At “trigger” points it performs a binary search to identify
how to divide DRAM as follows. It starts by allocating all DRAM H1 (technically
the majority of DRAM to H1, since H2 needs a minimum amount of DRAM as
well). In the next interval, it moves the DRAM boundary to the left (divide by
two). If the objective function improves, it keeps moving to the left allocating more
memory to H2. If the objective function becomes worse, it moves the boundary to
the right allocating more memory to H1. The main issue, is whether this process
will converge. Given that program behavior with the amount of memory is fairly
monotonic, we believe that this process will typically converge quickly.

“Trigger” points are determined by TeraCache as follows. There is a trigger
at the start of execution. Then, whenever one of the two components (GC time,
I/O time) of the objective function becomes worse, TeraCache starts another trig-
ger point. However, this criterion does not capture the case, where application
behavior has changed and although there is room for further improvement, the
components of the objective function do not change. Therefore, TeraCache also
observes two additional metrics: the amount of memory freed during the last mi-
nor GC step and the number of items removed from H2. If any of these numbers
is substantial (a↵ect the overall performance) then TeraCache assumes that there
is room for improvement, either by reducing the amount of memory used by H1 or
by H2, and triggers the DRAM re-assignment process. Our evaluation shows that
these heuristics for identifying trigger points are e↵ective, however, we believe that
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future work should examine alternative heuristics as well.
Overall, TeraCache dynamically observes program behavior at a granularity

of T and re-partitions DRAM between H1 and H2 to minimize the dominating
overheads for each of the two heaps: GC time for the compute heap H1 and I/O
time for the customized cache heap H2.

3.10 Prototype Implementation

We implement a prototype of TeraCache based on the ParallelGC [19]. ParallelGC
splits the JVM heap into two generations: (1) NewGen for keeping short-lived
objects, and (2) OldGen for keeping long-lived objects. NewGen is divided into an
Eden space and two equally divided survivor spaces. New objects are allocated in
the Eden space, while objects that survive a minor GC get moved to the survivor
spaces. Finally, objects surviving enough GCs and reaching a predefined tenure
threshold are further moved to the OldGen.

In our prototype, we place the NewGen in DRAM (H1) and mmap OldGen on
an NVMe device. This implementation uses OldGen as cache, containing all long-
lived objects, including cached data. The Spark block manager does not notify
the JVM when a cache operation is performed, however, the GC promotes cached
data objects in OldGen after several minor GCs. To avoid GC on cached data we
explicitly disable GC in OldGen.

Our prototype targets only caching and does not support the reclamation of
cached RDDs during uncache operations and dynamic division of DRAM. Note
that our prototype, allows for long-lived data other than the cached ones to slip
in the Old Gen as well. To ensure that OldGen will primarily contain cached
data and only a low number of non-cached data we set the tenured threshold of
the GC to 25. Using this threshold we avoid in OldGen allocation of long-lived
objects which are not related to cached data. As a result, only 5% of the allocated
objects in OldGen are irrelevant long-lived data. This allows us to evaluate the
GC time and I/O tra�c, as they would be achieved by a more complete prototype
of TeraCache.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

Using the TeraCache prototype implementation we perform a set of experiments
to estimate:

1. The distribution of cached RDDs lifetime,

2. The overall performance benefit using TeraCache compared to MEMORY AND DISK
storage level of Spark (hybrid),

3. The impact of using TeraCache on GC overhead, and

4. The e↵ect of DRAM division between DR1 and DR2

Experimental Setup: We ran all experiments on a dual-socket server with two
Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2630 v3 CPUs at 2.4GHz, with 8 physical cores and 16 hyper-
threads each (32 total hyper-threads), 32 GB of DDR4 DRAM and CentOS v7.3,
with Linux kernel 4.14.72. As storage device we use a PCIe-attached Samsung SSD
970 PRO with 500GB capacity. In our experiments, we use OpenJDK v8u250-b70
and Spark v2.3.0, using one Spark executor with 30 threads. We evaluate Tera-
Cache against hybrid using KMeans (KM), LR, LgR, and SVM workloads from the

Config.
DR1
(GB)

DR2
(GB)

Virtual Memory
TeraCache (GB)

Total Virtual
Heap (GB)

A 2 30 420 422
B 4 28 420 424
C 8 24 420 428
D 16 16 420 436
E 24 8 420 444

Table 4.1: H1 size is equal to DR1. DR2 is the memory-mappings for TeraCache
in DRAM. Total DRAM is the sum of DR1 and DR2. Total Virtual Heap is the
sum of H1 and the TeraCache heap size.

21
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Figure 4.1: (a) Applications performance using Linux swap, hybrid and TeraCache.
(b) Execution Time, (c) Total GC time, and (d) Total number of page faults for
each TeraCache configuration with 64GB dataset.

Spark-Bench Suite [20]. Each workload ran for 100 iterations on a 64GB dataset.
Also, for TeraCache we run each workload with the di↵erent configurations shown
in Table 4.1, while for hybrid we use a 32GB heap that leverages 60% of the heap
total heap space for on-heap cache and the full storage device as the o↵-heap RDD
cache.

Heap demographics and cached RDDs lifetime: Table 4.2 shows the total
allocation volume in TeraBytes (TB), the survival rate, and the volume of cached
objects for three machine learning workloads using two datasets, 32 and 64 GB.
Note that applications allocate rapidly and up to 2TB of heap objects. This
volume includes a large number of intermediate RDDs that are not persisted across
iterations and some are never materialized. Thus young generation survival rates
are low and less than 10%. This confirms prior findings that observe high mortality
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Dataset Allocation Survival Rate Cached
Benchmark (GB) (TB) (%) (GB)
LR 1.40 7.14 90
LgR 32 1.50 6.67 88
SVM 2.11 4.27 98
LR 3.13 5.75 182
LgR 64 2.58 5.81 160
SVM 3.79 4.75 188

Table 4.2: Spark heap demographics for popular machine learning benchmarks.
Allocation volumes are high and intermediate RDDs are less than 10% of total
allocation but they need large amount of DRAM.

Figure 4.2: Cached data objects demographics

in the young generation. The biggest portion of the survived RDD volume is
cached. As shown in the table, the volume of cached RDDs is up to 188GB.
This volume is high especially given current DRAM scaling trends and the size of
the input dataset. Thus, running a Spark application could require 6⇥ the size
of a DRAM DIMM. This analysis shows that TeraCache could exploit the large
capacity of fast storage devices by e�cient caching RDDs while still avoiding the
overheads of serialization and garbage collection.

Figure 4.2 shows the (active) lifetime of the persisted RDD partitions of SVM
during the workload’s execution. The Y-axis shows the RDD partition IDs and
the X-axis shows the execution time. Each horizontal line signifies the life span
of a single RDD partition. The left-most point on the horizontal line denotes
the time the persist operation is called on this RDD partition, while the right
most point denotes the (un)persist time. The rest of the points between the
persist and the unpersist of the RDD partition indicate the accesses performed
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Figure 4.3: LgR on HDD vs NVMe SSD storage devices.

to it. We observe that the life spans of about half of the RDDs is approximately
equal to the entire program duration, while the other half seem to be short-lived.
Additionally, we observe that the long-lived RDDs are regularly accessed, with the
accesses becoming more frequent close to the end of the program. This observation
demonstrates why dynamically adjusting the distribution of the DRAM between
the execution memory and the memory mapped part of the heap is important. In
the beginning of application execution, many new short-lived objects are created
while the cache is not accessed that much. After a while, cache accesses are
becoming more frequent. As a result, giving more DRAM to the execution memory
in the beginning and decreasing it after a while of the execution is expected to
benefit the application.

Memory-Mapped I/O over fast and slow storage devices Figure 4.3 (left)
shows the performance of LgR on HDD [6] and NVMe [3], for both serdes and
mmap. In both cases we use a 18GB dataset and a single Spark executor using
8GB DRAM and 30 cores. The actual working set that needs to be cached is
10x the DRAM cache size. mmap produces small —due to the small (4KB) page
size— and relatively random I/Os compared to serdes, as shown in Figure 4.3
(right), which shows the average request size. HDDs do not perform well for
this access pattern. Serdes with 3x larger request size is more than 3x better
than mmap, despite the high serdes CPU overhead. However, the NVMe achieves
high throughput and low latency for small request sizes regardless of the access
pattern [30], resulting in mmap performing 36% better compared to serdes. As a
result, fast SSDs and NVMe devices, as opposed to HDDs, are amenable to mmio,
due to the characteristics of the device and the access patterns produced.

Overall performance benefits using TeraCache: Figure 4.1(a) shows the
total execution time of each benchmark when using hybrid (middle) and TeraCache
(right). For TeraCache we plot the best performing configurations in Table 4.1 for
the corresponding workloads i.e., configuration C for LR, LgR and configuration
D for KM and SVM. For hybrid, we use the maximum heap size to allocate more
RDDs on-heap to reduce the number of evictions in the storage device. We observe
that TeraCache improves the overall performance by 7%, 32%, 37%, and 20% for
KM, LR, LgR, and SVM, respectively compared to hybrid. To better understand
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the source of the performance improvement we break down the execution time in
Other, Serdes+I/O, and GC time.

Impact of TeraCache on GC overhead: As discussed in Section 3, Fig-
ure 4.1(a) shows that GC time decreases by 43%, 50%, and 45% for LR, LgR, and
SVM respectively in hybrid. Part of the reduction is attributed to TeraCache not
having to mark cached RDDs, while another part is attributed to TeraCache us-
ing the DRAM heap only for ephemeral objects thus performing fewer collections.
In contrast, the original Spark keeps both short-lived objects and RDDs in the
DRAM heap and only evicts serialized RDDs to the device. Specifically for KM,
we observe a 5% increase in GC time. We attribute this increase to the fact that,
in KM, tasks do not access large cached data, but instead create large amounts of
shu✏e data (short-lived objects) in H1. This, for smaller sizes of H1 (Figure 4.1
(c) configurations A and B), increases GC pressure and causes frequent collections.
Finally, note that even in E (Figure 4.1(c)), where GC time is minimal, execution
time is not necessarily minimum, as accessing TeraCache produces a large number
of page faults (e.g., for LR), as discussed below.

E↵ect of DRAM division between DR1 and DR2: As discussed in Sec-
tion 3, the DRAM division between DR1 and DR2 a↵ects the overall performance
of the applications. Figures 4.1(b), (c), and (d) show the execution time, the
GC time, and the total number of page faults respectively for each workload, for
configurations A-E in Table 4.1. KM has the minimum number of page faults
using D but the GC time is higher by 16% than E. KM generates shu✏e data
between stages, requiring more space for the execution memory, as shown by the
great improvement in total execution time between B and C. SVM has the mini-
mum number of page faults and the lowest GC and execution time using D, while
LR and LgR using C. Conversely, LR and LgR access the cached data frequently,
and hence respond better to increasing the DRAM available for mmap pages. In
general, variability in the execution time between configurations can be attributed
to the application pattern. Benchmark stages with more accesses to cached data
benefit more from more mmap pages in DR2, while stages that create many tem-
porary objects benefit more from increasing H1. Thus, resizing DR1 and DR2 at
runtime between stages is beneficial.
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Chapter 5

Related Work

Related work falls in three categories: (1) hybrid memories for Java Heaps, (2)
caching mechanism in Spark, and (3) region-based memory management for big
data systems.

5.1 Hybrid Memory for Java Heap

Wang et al. propose Panthera [37], a semantic-aware GC for Big Data analytics
working over hybrid memories. This work address two main challenges: (1) design
a GC aware of hybrid memories and (2) design a GC aware of application sophisti-
cated memory subsystems that execute di↵erent memory management tasks at the
application level and is implemented for Spark framework. Panthera uses a hybrid
Java Heap where allocates the new generation explicitly in DRAM and splits the
old generation into a DRAM component and an NVM component. The placement
of data objects is based on a static analysis where Panthera selects to allocate
them on DRAM or NVM. Their evaluation shows that Panthera reduces the en-
ergy consumption by 32 - 52% incurring 1-9% extra time overhead. TeraCache is
a co-design approach that uses application knowledge to explicitly and transpar-
ently manage cached objects and avoid unnecessary traversals over cached data
on every GC cycle, significantly reducing CPU overhead. Additionally, TeraCache
dynamically resizes the DRAM space used for memory-mapped I/O and execution
memory in Spark according to job requirements, improving GC time and cache
access time. Finally, the design of TeraCache is generic; it can be implemented on
top of di↵erent GC.

Wu et al. [38] propose a new programming model for the developers to allo-
cate objects directly in persistent memory. They introduce a persistent Java heap
design and a crash consistent garbage collector to exploit Non-Volatile memories
for persistence with higher performance. Java developers could manipulate per-
sistent objects as if they were stored in a normal Java Heap However, real-world
java developers will complain to re-implement their java application systems from
scratch using Espresso API. Additionally, their work does not provide any solution

27
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to avoid large GC pauses when the application uses very large heap sizes.
YakGC [27] identifies objects that are defined by the application that have

same life-span. In their work tries to avoid unnecessary object copying with a
region-based algorithm and avoid to traverse these data objects on every garbage
collection cycle. However, YakGC is limited by the DRAM capacity and can not
work with very large address space beyond physical DRAM.

NumaGiC [16] is a new GC for big data analytic frameworks on large memory
NUMA machines. It considers data placement when performing object allocation
or reclamation. However, as a generational GC, NumaGiC shares with modern
GCs the problem of traversing long-lived data objects on every collection.

Deca [22] proposes lifetime-based memory management on top of Spark by an-
alyzing variability of object sizes. Deca transparently decomposes and groups ob-
jects with similar lifetimes into byte arrays and reclaim their spaces in batch mode
when their lifetime comes to an end. However, Deca needs to be re-implemented
in order to be deployed in other analytics runtimes.

Xu et. al. [41] provide an experimental evaluation of GC on big data an-
alytic frameworks. Popular big data analytics frameworks (e.g., Apache Spark
and Apache Flink) rely on garbage-collected languages, such as Java and Scala.
Through their work, they use three di↵erent popular garbage collectors i.e., Par-
allel, CMS, G1GC using four representative Spark workloads. Through their thor-
ough evaluation analysis, the authors provide insights to researchers. We apply
some of these insights to TeraCache design.

NG2C [11] creates multiple garbage collected dynamic generations. They pro-
vide an API to the user to locate group of similar lifetime objects in the same
generation. As a result of that, the authors avoid object copying and heap frag-
mentation. However, TeraCache transparently locates cached data with similar
lifetime into regions in an individual heap that is not garbage collected, reducing
GC pause time.

5.2 Caching Mechanism in Spark

Neutrino [39] proposes a fine-grain, o↵-heap caching mechanism that performs
serdes for blocks that belong to the same RDD, based on executor available mem-
ory at runtime. The authors use a dynamic programming algorithm to select the
best caching strategy for each RDD partition. Neutrino requires a trace of the
application execution in order to make these decisions, which we in our approach
we avoid. Also, the authors support that the trace can be obtained from running
the same application using a smaller input dataset. However, in some iterative
Spark applications, the jobs are data-dependent since loop termination conditions
can depend on data values.

LCS and LRC [15, 42] improve the management of on-heap memory caching,
evicting RDD blocks that lead to minimum recomputation time in subsequent
stages, without dealing with GC overhead. MemTune [40] dynamically tunes
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executor caching space at runtime, based on data center workloads. MemTune
provides task-level data prefetching with a configurable window size to overlap
computation with serdes operation. Zhang et al. [46] modify the re-caching algo-
rithm to avoid moving blocks from memory back to disk at the end of each task,
reducing serdes cost. Tungsten [4] uses o↵-heap computation to eliminate serdes.
However, Tungsten applies to known object schema (e.g. Spark SQL) while Ter-
aCache can be employed for arbitrary schema object data. These works reduce
serdes cost by managing cached data in-memory while paying significant GC cost
to traverse cached data on every GC cycle. Instead, TeraCache completely re-
moves serdes, providing direct access to the cached data and enables caches that
exceed DRAM size, over memory-mapped fast storage devices. Finally, TeraCache
reduces GC overhead by preventing GC traversals of cached data.

Coi et al. [12] explore the hypothesis that high-performance SSDs would reduce
the average memory access latency by alleviating the saturated memory band-
width. Iterative applications generate large amount of accumulated intermediate
data in each iteration. They showed that utilizing high-performance SSDs im-
prove the performance of data intensive applications due to their relatively high-
bandwidth and capacity. Their experimental results show that the overall perfor-
mance can improve by 23% on average using high-performance SSDs compare to
the memory only approach.

5.3 Region-based memory management for big data
systems

Broom [17] shows that big-data systems generate objects with the predefined life-
times. Broom uses region-based memory management to locate in objects in shared
regions improving GC time. The downside of Broom is that it adds an additional
complexity to the end user to be aware of region management, while TeraCache
leverages the cache architecture of the framework.

Burger et al. [9] propose that reclaiming individual objects in region-based
memory allocators can be implemented e�ciently. However, locating similar life-
time objects in regions TeraCache could reclaim entire objects by zeroing region
metadata without freeing individual objects.

Facade [28] highlights that big data applications su↵er from long GC cycles.
It demonstrates a program transformation that divides application objects into
objects stored on the garbage collected heap and stored o↵-heap in regions that
are reclaimed at the end of every iteration. While Facade does not require changes
to big data applications, developers must identify “boundary classes” and anno-
tate their code which introduces extra overhead to the developers. On the other
hand, TeraCache benefits from the Spark RDD API that implements persist and
unpersist function calls to identify which objects are cached or uncached.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Spark applications often cache intermediate data, especially when performing iter-
ative computations. However, the repeated serialization/deserialization of Spark
RDDs creates significant CPU overhead that cannot currently be reduced without
increasing GC overhead. We believe such overheads can be eliminated by extend-
ing the JVM heap over fast storage devices. We propose TeraCache, a co-design
of the JVM and Spark that uses an on-heap RDD cache, memory-mapped over a
fast storage device. TeraCache provides direct access over cached RDDs, removing
both serdes and GC overheads for cached objects. Our preliminary results show
that ML workload performance improves by up to 37% using TeraCache compared
to serdes.

Our future work includes implementing the full and stable implementation of
the TeraCache. Also, we would like to port TeraCache to other garbage collectors
in OpenJDK, such as G1GC and ZGC. Additionally, we would like to extend
the design of TeraCache to provide a persistent heap for the Spark executor.
Spark executors could then load the cached RDDs when a failure is happened by
loading the TeraCache heap. As a result of that, we could recover complex and
long-running computations without the need to recompute cached RDDs from
scratch. Finally, we expect that TeraCache can also improve performance for
other frameworks that make use of large immutable object caches, such as Apache
Flink.
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